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Abstract 
Context: Autonomous Systems (ASs) are becoming increasingly pervasive in today’s society. 
One reason lies in the emergence of sophisticated Artificial Intelligence (AI) solutions that 
boost the ability of ASs to self-adapt in increasingly complex and dynamic environments. 
Companies dealing with AI models in ASs face several problems, such as users’ lack of trust 
in adverse or unknown conditions, and gaps between systems engineering and AI model 
development and evolution in a continuously changing operational environment. 
 
Objective: This vision paper aims to close the gap between the development and operation of 
trustworthy AI-based ASs by defining a process that coordinates both activities. 
 
Method: We synthesize the main challenges of AI-based ASs in industrial settings. To 
overcome such challenges, we propose a novel, holistic DevOps approach and reflect on the 
research efforts required to put it into practice. 
 
Results: The approach sets up five critical research directions: (a) a trustworthiness score to 
monitor operational AI-based ASs and identify self-adaptation needs in critical situations; (b) 
an integrated agile process for the development and continuous evolution of AI models; (c) an 
infrastructure for gathering key feedback required to address the trustworthiness of AI models 
at operation time; (d) continuous and seamless deployment of different context-specific 
instances of AI models in a distributed setting of ASs; and (e) a holistic and effective DevOps-
based lifecycle for AI-based ASs. 
 
Conclusions: An approach supporting the continuous delivery of evolving AI models and their 
operation in ASs under adverse conditions would support companies in increasing users’ trust 
in their products. 
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1. Introduction 
Autonomous systems (ASs) are found in multiple domains: from smart mobility (autonomous 
driving) and Industry 4.0 (autonomous factory robots) to smart health (autonomous diagnostic 
systems). In fact, Gartner identifies ASs as one of the top ten strategic technological trends of 
20201. One crucial enabler of this success is the emergence of sophisticated Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) techniques boosting the ability of ASs to operate and self-adapt in increasingly 
complex and dynamic environments. 
The potentially numerous benefits that AI-based ASs can provide, such as data-driven 
evolution and autonomous behavior [EU20], have their counterpart in several major 
challenges that act as impediments to their adoption by industry: 
1. Lack of users’ trust in these systems [EU20]. Gaining users’ trust requires 
guaranteeing key qualities of AI models (e.g., functional safety, security, reliability, or 
fairness of the decision), and facilitating users’ comprehension of the decisions made 
by the AI models. 
2. Resolving the discrepancies between systems engineering and AI development 
processes (e.g., agile vs. waterfall; requirements-driven vs. data-driven) while 
continuously adapting AI models based on evolving users’ needs and changing 
environments [SS17].  
3. Enabling iterative cycles for reliably training, adapting, maintaining, and operating the 
AI model by closing the gap between the development and operation phases of the 
overall system [KK20]. 
To address these challenges, we propose an approach for the development and operation 
of trustworthy AI-based ASs. 
2. The Approach 
We propose an integrative approach that brings the concept of DevOps to AI model 
development and operation. Additionally, in development, the approach also aims to close the 
gap between Data Science (DS) and Systems Engineering (SE), as depicted in Fig.1. 
 
There are two main assets: the autonomous system and the AI model(s). Currently, due to the 
methodological gap between DS and SE, these two assets are developed in two parallel, but 
independent cycles. We propose: 
1. An integrated AI development cycle that adopts agile practices for the iterative 
development and evolution of context-specific AI models (left part of Fig.1). 
2. A runtime cycle in the form of a MAPE-K loop [IBM03] ensuring trustworthy operation 
of context-specific AI models by means of continuous self-adaptive capabilities (right 
part of Fig.1). 
                                               
1 https://www.gartner.com/en/publications/top-tech-trends-2020 
 
Fig.1. Overview of the integrated approach for the development and operation of AI-based ASs. 
 
These cycles are integrated into a holistic DevOps approach for trustworthy AI (center of 
Fig.1). First, development deploys the autonomous system with its incorporated context-
specific AI models (deployment arrow of Fig.1). Second, during operations, a continuous cycle 
gathers trustworthiness-related events and context-specific feedback data from AI models at 
runtime and sends them to development (feedback arrow of Fig.1). Then development uses 
the feedback to evolve and deploy the AI models in its existing instances and eventually in the 
system functionalities. 
 
This vision generates a research agenda with five main research directions, one for each part 
of Fig.1 highlighted above. 
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Direction 1: Building a trustworthiness score for ASs as a baseline for 
increasing users’ trust in AI 
As ASs become a central part of every aspect of people’s lives, users should trust them. 
Therefore, trustworthiness of AI is a prerequisite for the uptake of such systems. Indeed, the 
European Commission is working on a regulatory framework leading to a unique “ecosystem 
of trust” [EU20]. 
An AS requires self-adaptive capabilities to ensure that it returns to a trustworthy mode when 
trustworthiness issues are identified in its context-specific environment. Hence, this direction 
focuses on the creation of a set of indicators aggregated into a trustworthiness score 
(TWS). A TWS is computed by the AS through continuous self-monitoring. The TWS is a 
means to consider evolving users’ needs and changing operational environments and will be 
used to guide the self-adaptation of AI models in operations following the commonly used 
MAPE-K loop [IBM03]. The TWS is a high-level indicator, akin to KPIs, summarizing the level 
of trustworthiness of an AI model. These types of ‘scores’ tend to be attractive for decision 
makers to help them make informed decisions. Indeed, some companies have proposed 
scores for other qualities, such as Google quantifying testing issues to pay down machine 
learning technical debt [BCN+17]. 
Direction 2: Integrating the evolution of AI models with the evolution of the 
functionalities and qualities of ASs 
The approach uses the knowledge gained during their operation at development time to evolve 
the AI models. Reinforcing the adaptation capabilities of AI models during their development 
requires highly iterative engineering processes, including the DS processes of building, 
evaluating, deploying, and maintaining AI models and software systems based upon them. 
This necessitates, in particular, seamless integration of DS and SE processes, which currently 
follow different principles. For almost two decades, agile principles have been successfully 
applied for the rapid and flexible development of high-quality products [Gus16], whereas AI 
model development has been guided by relatively abstract and inflexible processes [SS17] 
without AI validation & verification supported by data from operations. 
Therefore, this direction proposes an integrated process with coordinated 
communication between the DS and SE teams to develop and evolve AI models for ASs. 
This integrated process adopts the principles of agile software development and integrates 
them with existing AI model development processes, such as the Cross-industry Standard 
Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) [She00].  
Direction 3: Providing key feedback about the behavior of ASs to enable 
trustworthy evolution of their AI models 
One prerequisite for enabling the data-driven evolution of AI models (i.e., Direction 2) is the 
gathering of AS behavior and environment. This direction requires an infrastructure for 
collecting, analyzing, and consolidating context-specific feedback from multiple 
heterogeneous data sources [RE18]. This infrastructure enables a data-driven approach 
based upon the existence of relevant and actionable data that feeds the development. 
 
This direction proposes trustworthiness-related feedback based on the quality model 
concept (e.g., ISO 25010) and considers privacy concerns. First, following the structure of 
common software quality models, the key feedback for trustworthy ASs should be identified, 
e.g., effectiveness and efficiency of the AI model, environmental and social effects. Second, 
the collected data should be minimal and anonymized to both address users’ trust problems 
and comply with privacy regulations (e.g., EU GDPR). 
Direction 4: Providing intelligent and context-aware techniques to deploy 
updated AI models in AS instances 
This direction aims at optimizing the deployment of context-specific AI models in ASs. These 
AI models are continuously evolving to address trust-related issues (i.e., Direction 2). Even 
when ASs have the same characteristics, their stakeholders and environments vary. The 
number of instances may evolve from only one (e.g., in an Industry 4.0 machine infrastructure) 
to thousands (e.g., sensors and autonomous vehicles in a smart city). 
 
This direction proposes reusing research on the variability of Software Product Lines 
[GWT+13] for the context-specific deployment of AI models in diverse ASs.  
Direction 5: Bringing together the development and operation of AI models 
in trustworthy ASs into a holistic lifecycle 
The software engineering community has recently successfully researched the application of 
software engineering in the machine learning workflow for creating large-scale AI solutions2 
[ABB19]. However, challenges regarding maintenance and deployment of AI models still 
remain [KK20]. For instance, a survey conducted by SAS revealed that less than 50% of AI 
models get deployed and for those that do get deployed, it takes more than three months to 
complete the deployment3. 
 
To keep the development and operation of AI models interconnected, this direction proposes 
a DevOps methodology for trustworthy AI-based ASs. This includes the development of AI-
specific, independent, loosely coupled software components (ready to be integrated into 
companies’ development and operational environments) for the four directions above. To sum 
up, this direction aims at establishing an effective DevOps holistic lifecycle for the 
production of AI-based ASs, including a dashboard for making the AI models’ training 
process and their deployment progress in AI-based systems transparent. 
3. Example Case 
To describe the overall concept underpinning the approach, we provide an example of its 
application in Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems (C-ITS), which are autonomous 
vehicles interacting with each other and with the road infrastructure. AI is required for different 
industrial scenarios of C-ITS, such as the identification of possible threats based on suspicious 
activities within the C-ITS infrastructure, to provide response and recovery measures. In this 
                                               
2 https://martinfowler.com/articles/cd4ml.html  
3 https://www.sas.com/content/dam/SAS/documents/marketing-whitepapers-ebooks/sas-
whitepapers/en/operationalizing-analytics-110983.pdf 
section, we will describe the actions underlying the adoption of the approach in the (fictitious) 
ACME company. 
Phase 1. Set-up. ACME has a DS team for improving the existing AI models in their C-ITS. 
One of the AI models aims at dynamically identifying cyber-attacks to the C-ITS and mitigating 
trust-related issues. The DS team had been applying traditional mining methodologies like 
CRISP-DM, whereas ACME’s SE team had been following agile practices. After the adoption 
of our approach, both teams use the integrated process, coordinating Agile+CRISP-DM, to 
design the AI-based C-ITS. Based on historical data about cyber-attacks on the C-ITS, the DS 
team evolves the AI model. Given the incomplete and inaccurate data collected so far, initial 
verification and validation revealed some non-acceptable trustworthiness issues, leading to 
two concrete mitigation actions. First, the DS team customizes the default runtime AI model 
(which embeds adaptation actions in response to the occurrence of runtime issues) so that 
deficiencies of the AI model can be detected sooner (considering trade-offs related to 
performance issues due to frequent monitoring or energy consumption, for instance). The 
second action is to design a context-specific model aimed at gathering key data to refine the 
initial model and thus improve its accuracy as soon as possible, and thereby the overall system 
trustworthiness. Once the context-specific model has been designed, the necessary 
monitoring infrastructure for gathering operational data is installed. Both the new AI model with 
self-adaptation capabilities (embedded into the C-ITS) and the context-specific feedback 
model (embedded into a MAPE-K architecture) are deployed in all current C-ITS instances. 
Phase 2. Operation. During operation, individual instances of C-ITS monitor basic 
trustworthiness characteristics (e.g., security, privacy, safety). Data feed the classical MAPE-
K loop and push self-adaptation when the AI model anticipates a critical failure or detects 
some upcoming threat (e.g., a cybersecurity threat) by means of the TWS. In the beginning, 
the context model is naive, but it is expected to learn on the go by uncovering new context 
operationalization. These capabilities make every single instance evolve independent of 
others, thus building up a personalized context over time. In addition, this data is consolidated 
(e.g., events from different sensors that occur at the same time is discovered and merged) 
and transmitted back to the company’s central dashboard. 
Phase 3. Development. As the coordinated DS and SE teams receive increasing amounts of 
data (events and context), the AI model is continuously updated. The SE team may control 
the most appropriate time for the DS team to start evolving the original AI model. In this 
evolution, both the core AI model and the context models are evolved considering the data 
sent by the individual instances after the consolidation. Evolution is synchronized with 
validation and verification of the AI model and its trustworthiness (e.g., do the models violate 
the privacy of drivers? Do the models provide accurate results? Are they robust against 
malicious attacks?). Evolution also includes the fine-tuning of the core model in combination 
with different contexts such as traffic conditions, city location, and type of C-ITS instance. 
Once trustworthiness has been assessed in the corresponding contexts, the AI models are 
deployed. In addition, based on the analysis of the AI model (and TWS) and additional utility 
functions, the DS team may estimate at which moment to transfer the evolved models to the 
C-ITS instances to restart the cycle. Learning about how the processes need to be 
synchronized in this particular company takes place over time, and it would be difficult and 
unnecessarily time-consuming to define this upfront. 
4. Concluding Remarks 
In this vision paper, we identified the challenges that need to be overcome to develop and 
operate trustworthy AI-based ASs. It is our belief and hope that the management of 
trustworthiness in AI models will revolutionize the way people think about these AI-based ASs. 
We are convinced that the presented holistic DevOps lifecycle bringing together the 
development and operation of AI models in ASs will increase users’ trust in these systems, 
which are becoming pervasive in our society. 
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